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A training program on WordPress was organized from 1st July to 
15thJuly 2019 for BIST/BIRT/BIRTS VII-Semester students of 
all branches. WordPress is a free content management system 
used to build and maintain websites. With over 74.6 million 
websites  managed on the WordPress platform, WordPress is the 
most popular Content Management System (CMS) today. In fact, 
roughly 24% of the entire web runs on WordPress. Its ease of use 
and unique blogging features have helped it to become the most 
popular blogging tool on the web. 

WordPress provides a web-based user interface for designing, 
publishing, and updating websites. Instead of writing HTML, we can 
simply choose one of many different website templates or “themes” 
that has a design we like. We can then modify the layout and build 
a custom navigation bar. Once the site layout is complete, we can 
use WordPress’ online interface to create individual pages. Each 
page may include formatted text, links, images, and other media. 
We  can publish completed webpages or blog updates by simply 
clicking the Publish button.

The WordPress interface makes it easy for anyone without web 
development experience to create and publish a website. The built-
in blogging tools provide a simple way to track individual posts, 
visitors, and user comments. If WordPress’ built-in capabilities are 
not sufficient for our needs, we can install different plug-ins that 
provides extra features. Examples include social media buttons, 

image galleries, and web forum 
tools.

While there are thousands of 
WordPress templates and plug-ins 
available, the WordPress system 
still has its limitations. Because it is 
a template-based service, we must 
begin with a pre-built website rather 
than create pages from scratch. 
Additionally, we cannot insert scripts 
or maintain a database with the 
same level of control that a custom 
website offers. Therefore, most 
companies and large organizations 
still hand-code websites or develop 
them using a WYSIWYG editor like 
Dreamweaver.

For many individuals, however, 
WordPress provides a great 
blogging system that is both 
convenient and free. There is no 
cost to sign up for WordPress or to 
use the service. It is even free to 
publish a custom website or blog at 
the wordpress.com domain (such 
as custom-name.wordpress.com). 
However, if you want a custom 
website address or need extra 
features, such as more disk space 
or premium themes, WordPress 
offers “Premium” and “Business” 
services for an annual fee.

Wordpress
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drone TeChnology

In-house TraInIngs

The job hunting process in India has 
improved manifold following continual 
efforts to create multiple opportunities 
for budding professionals. Owing to this, 
Bansal Group of institutes cast a wider 
net in the job hunting realm via ‘Crack the 
campus ‘training program. The training was 
provided to all the final year students of all 

Two weeks training from 1st July to 13th 
July was organized on Drone technology 
for III & V Sem. students of EC & EX 

branches of Bansal group of Institutes. A 
group of efficient trainers with innovative 
thinking, strong communication skills 
and interpersonal skills, capable to drive 
boundaries of creativity and involving newer 
forms of technology were hired to provide 
the right perspective regarding various 
career options available to the students 
and sufficiently train them to pursue their 
careers of choice. 
The three components included in the 
module are:

1. Aptitude - It comprises of various 
modules like speed math to enhance the 
computational efficiency of students, test 
calculations and Pre-assessment and 
post-assessment tests  which are designed 

branch. Drones are widely perceived as 
gadgets of leisure that are sent to the skies 
to shoot impressive aerial photographs 
and high-definition video. While they’re 
commonly used for entertainment, it 
also reveals that there’s also a range of 
business applications for drones across 
various industries, resulting in a significant 
potential market that can be expected to 
grow exponentially. Drone photo and video 
capabilities are widely applied in the media, 
entertainment and both public and private 
security sectors; yet applications are much 

reVIT
A training program on Revit Structure 
platform was organized  from 1st  July to 
13th July for the students of CE Branch 
of III & V Sem. The Revit Structure 
platform for building information modeling 
is a design and documentation system 
that supports the design, drawings and 
schedules required for a building project.  
Building information modeling (BIM) 
delivers information about project design, 
scope, quantities, and phases when you 
need it. In the Revit Structure model, 
every drawing sheet, 2D and 3D view, and 
schedule is a presentation of information 
from the same underlying building model 
database. As you work in drawing and 
schedule views, Revit Structure collects 
information about the building project and 
coordinates this information across all 
other representations of the project. The 
Revit Structure parametric change engine 
automatically coordinates changes made 
anywhere in model views, drawing sheets, 
schedules, sections and plans.

Thirteen days in-house training on IoT 
was organized for the V-Sem students of 
CS/ IT/MCA/EC branch. The internet of 
things, or IoT, is a system of interrelated 
computing devices, mechanical and digital 
machines, objects, animals or people that 
are provided with unique identifiers (UIDs) 
and the ability to transfer data over a 
network without requiring human-to-human 

to enable students to effectively crack 
aptitude part of the placements process.

2. Technical Trainings - These are 
provided to enhance the skills needed 
to design, develop, implement, maintain, 
support and operate a particular technology 
or related application, product or service. 
Further these trainings also enhances 
the employability of the students during 
campus placements.

3. Verbal Training - Verbal 
communication skills are essential skills 
in today’s business environment. To 
interact confidently and build rapport 
the session comprises of classroom and 
practice exercises. After each session 
booklets containing previous practice 
questions is also provided for practice. It 
covers all the topics relevant like Reading 
comprehensions, sentence corrections, 
synonyms, antonyms etc which are 
frequently asked in campus placements.

or human-to-computer interaction. An IoT 
ecosystem consists of web-enabled smart 
devices that use embedded processors, 
sensors and communication hardware to 
collect, send and act on data they acquire 
from their environments. IoT devices share 
the sensor data they collect by connecting 
to an IoT gateway or other edge device 
where data is either sent to the cloud to be 
analyzed or analyzed locally. Sometimes, 
these devices communicate with other 
related devices and act on the information 
they get from one another. The devices 
do most of the work without human 
intervention, although people can interact 
with the devices -- for instance, to set 
them up, give them instructions or access 
the data.The connectivity, networking and 
communication protocols used with these 
web-enabled devices largely depend on 
the specific IoT applications deployed.

IoT

broader when sensor-equipped drones 
are combined with data & analytics and 
machine learning to make use of the vast 
amounts of information drones can provide. 
This combination opens up the use of 
drones in industries like power generation, 
utilities, logistics and agriculture, allowing 
data to be captured and analyzed in ways 
that were previously difficult or impossible. 
Drone technology has largely surpassed 
human intervention for faster, easier and 
cheaper data collection.
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Thirty students of B.Tech VIII Sem. CE 
branch 2019 batch have been recruited for 
various projects by BAnsal Constructions 
Pvt. Ltd.
Our students recently underwent an 
internship at BAnsal Constructions Pvt. Ltd. 
at their flagship project i.e. redevelopment 
of Habibganj Railway Station, that is about 
to be transformed into a state of the art 
transit hub with airport like features for end-
to-end passenger comfort. The students 
relished the golden opportunity to perceive 
the specialized technology being used 
in the project. The salient features of the 
project are as follows :-
Built on the lines of Germany’s Heidelberg 
railway station, Madhya Pradesh’s 
Habibganj is going to be India’s first world 
class station. The Bansal group has 
been given eight years to complete the 
commercial development of the station. It 
is the first railway station to be redeveloped 
through public private partnership mode 
under the station redevelopment program 

of Indian Railways. 
Key features of Redeveloped 
Habibganj Railway Station are-
 1. The station has been 
designed as a multi model 
transit hub, after examining Key 
international case studies on 
station development and also 
property development were 
looked across the globe to put 
international benchmarks and 
best practices at optimum costs. 
2. The Station will have central 

air space concourse of 84m long and 36m 
wide equipped with amenities for waiting 
and seating. This shall ensure minimal 
congestion and loading on platforms to 
avoid any mishaps or overcrowding. 
3. To avoid any chance of mishaps or 
stampede scenario, there will be complete 
segregation between arriving and departing 
passengers. A smooth flow of passengers 
shall be ensured through the planned 
station user movement.
 4. Station is planned as differently able 
friendly. International practices and Indian 
norms have been taken into consideration 
to ensure its adherence. Provision of 6 
nos. lifts, 11 nos. escalators and 3 nos. 
travelators have been made for easy 
access to platforms and concourse. 
5. To ensure seamless flow of passengers 
in all-weather conditions and better 
passenger movement, two underpasses of 
4m each provided for arriving passenger. 
6. The Station will have dedicated approach 

redeVelopmenT of
habIbganj raIlWay sTaTIon

sTaad pro

roads for traffic to Railway station along-
with municipal roads with its integration in 
circulating areas. This shall ensure easy 
ingress/exit along with convenient parking 
provisions without creating a traffic block 
and congestion on the city roads. 
7. Station will have dedicated pick up and 
drop off parking facilities for the station 
users. Provision of parking for approximate 
300 cars, 850 two wheelers, Rickshaws, 
Taxi & buses have been made. 
8. Station shall be operated and maintained 
by the private sector concessionaire under 
the supervision of IRSDC with an ISO 
9001:2000 certification or a substitute 
thereof for all the passenger amenities at 
the station area. 
9. Phased development approach 
undertaken to ensure revamping and 
capacity addition in a modular development 
way at a later period of time when 
passenger/station users increase. 
10. Station will comply with NFPA (National 
Fire Protection Act) to mitigate any such 
fire mishap at a public place. 
11. In case of emergency, station premises 
is planned to be evacuated in 4 minutes 
and passengers can reach respective 
designated points of safety in 6 minutes. 
12. Extensive reuse of water is planed with 
Zero discharge technology being put into 
place for sewage systems. Approximately 
6800 sqm is identified for soft land scaping 
and 7300 sqm for hard land scaping. 13. 
To ensure cleaner energy from renewable 
and non-conventional energy, provisions 
for solar energy generation is provided in 
station. Adequate provision of rainwater 
harvesting has been made at identified 
locations. 
14. Services like railway operations 
including train movement control, parcel, 
OHE Electric traction, signaling & telecom, 
stabling of trains, ticketing etc which are 
key railway operations shall be outside the 
scope.

Internship of Civil students

A training session on Staad Pro was 
organized from 1st July to 13th July for the 
CE Branch  students ofVII Sem.STAAD.
Pro is a comprehensive and integrated 
finite element analysis and design offering 
that includes a state-of-the-art user 
interface, visualization capabilities, and 
international design codes. The standard 
STAAD.Pro analysis methods, including 
static elastic, p-delta, dynamic and seismic 
analysis routines, provide you with a 
perfect grounding in structural and analysis 
requirements for an array of projects. 
STAAD.Pro reduces the resource hours 
required to properly load your structure by automating the forces caused by wind, 

earthquakes, snow, or vehicles. 
No matter what material you are using 
or what country you are designing your 
structure for, STAAD Pro can easily 
accommodate your design and loading 
requirements, including U.S., European 
(including the Eurocodes), Nordic, Indian, 
and Asian codes. Even special codes such 
as AASHTO, ASCE 52, IBC, and the U.S. 
aluminum code are accommodated at no 
extra cost. It is the premier FEM analysis 
and design tool for any type of project 
including towers, culverts, plants, bridges, 
stadiums, and marine structures.
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We are proud of our B.Tech VIII Semester students 2019 batch 
for securing 100% result in the RGPV examination. 18 of those 
students achieved a CGPA of 9 and above. The names of the 
students are listed below :-

OUR MAJOR RECRUITERSaCademIC exCellenCe
& plaCemenTs

Computer Science & Engineering (CSE) Branch
RANK ROLL NO. STUDENT NAME SGPA

1 0112CS151104 SHUBHAM DAHIMA 9.25

0112CS151107 SOUMYA JAIN 9.25

2 0112CS151106 SNEHIL RAJPUT 9.19

3 0112CS151024 ARSHEEN JAHAN 9.13

0112CS151102 SHREYA TRIPATHI 9.13

4 0112CS151032 AYUSHI JOHRI 9

0112CS151033 BHAWANA KALUNDREKAR 9

0112CS151041 DEVENDRA KR. BHARGAV 9

Electrical & Electronics Engineering (EX) Branch
RANK ROLL NO. STUDENT NAME SGPA

1 0112EX151013 MOHIT RAJOOT 9.38

2 0112IT151003 AMAR K. DUBEY 9.25

3 0112EX151006 ANUJA BIYANI 9.13

4 0112EX151014 MUDIT TRIPATHI, 9

0112EX151020 POOJA PANDEY 9

0112EX163D04 ROHIT MISHRA 9

0173EX151003 ANJU MISHRA 9

Mechanical Engineering (ME) Branch
RANK ROLL NO. STUDENT NAME SGPA

1 0112ME151093 SATYAM KUMAR 9.25

2 0112ME151068 PRERANA NIRANJAN 9

0112ME151098 SHIKHAR SHRIVASTAVA 9

Electronics & Communication Engineering (EC) Branch
RANK ROLL NO. STUDENT NAME SGPA

1 0112EC151015 RISHABH SINHA 9.13
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Bar graph showing the placement records of BGI during the last 
five years . Till now 509 students have already been placed in 
various companies listed above.
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